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Managing the
Evolution of
Corporate Databases

This documentsummarises themainmanagement
messagesfromFoundationReport 64, publishedin
June 1988. Thefull report is available tomembers
of the Butler Cox Foundation.

A new approach
to corporate databases
is needed
Mostorganisations now have someform of data-
base systemsbasedon☁first-generation☂ software
products such as IBM☂s IMS and Cullinet☂s IDMS.
They have also appointed a data administrator
responsible for managing the data resource stored
in corporate databases. The difficulty is that
separate databases and applications have been
developed independently of each other. As busi-
ness requirements have changed, it has become
increasingly important to integrate the separate
databases. Moreover, some newbusiness require-
ments need to use old and new databases and to
have data organised in new ways. Atthe same time,
there is growing demand from business users to
access databasesdirectly, so they can extract the
data they require and manipulate it on their own
desktop computers. First-generation database
techniques and tools cannot support the required
changesandare not flexible enough to cope with
a wide range of ad hoc requestsfor data.
As a consequence, many organisations are now
planningto introduce ☁second-generation☂ database
systems(in particular, relational databases and
advanceddata dictionaries) in orderto alleviate
these difficulties. Figure 1 shows the extent to
which Foundation members intend to move to
relational systems over the next five years. The
promise of such systemsis that they will makeit
easier to change databases and applications to keep
them in line with changed business requirements,
and will also make it easier for business users to
access databases directly. However, it is not
straightforward to make such a movebecauseit is
notpossible to convert all existing databases and
applications in one go. There will be an interim
period whereboth old and new databases will need
to be maintained. The problem is analogous to
upgrading a highway from twolanesto four, but
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Figure 1 Foundation members plan a major move
to relational databases during the next
five years
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needing to keep the traffic flowing whilst the
reconstruction worktakes place.

Introducing new database systemsis not sufficient
byitself, however. Because the new systemswill
makeit easier to change databases and the appli-
cationsthat use them,it isimportant to ensure that
the database structures and contents are consistent
and conform to a master plan, which wecalla dataarchitecture. There are thusfouressentialtasks in
managing the evolution of corporate databases:
♥ To create a corporate data architecture.
♥ Tochoosethe right mix of software products

for implementing the corporate databases,
♥  Toidentify the requirementsfor user access to

databases, and the tools that will allow the
requirements to be met.

♥ To plan a cost-effective migration path for
moving from existing databases and
applications.

To ensure that these tasks are managedeffectively,
it will also be necessary to extend the role of the
data-administration function.
For many organisations, carrying out these tasks
will, in effect, mean adopting a new approach to
corporate databases and to data management. In
particular, the need to create a corporate data
architecture will make data managementvisible at
senior-managementlevels.
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Create a corporate
data architecture
A data architectureis a plan that identifies the key
data items within an organisation and sets out the
logical relationships between them.It provides a
logical framework for the development, inte-
gration, and evolution of database applications.
The mostsignificant benefits of a data architecture
are long term. Especially importantare theabilities
to integrate systems across different business
functions and to build more-flexible applications.
However,a data architecture can provide immediate
benefits in two areas:
♥ Easier user accessto relevant data. By estab-

lishing an inventory of data, based on a data
dictionary, one data administrator had been
able to reduce the time taken to locate the
required data from weeksto days.

♥ Reduced application-developmenteffort. By
providinga ☁starter☂ data model for business
analysts whenever a new application was
initiated, one Foundation member had re-
moved much of the need for requirements
analysis and had thus reduced the time
required to designnew applications by asmuch
as 50 per cent.

A complete data architecture has three levels
of detail and abstraction, as depicted in
Figure 2. The highest level is an enterprise model
(or a data model) describing the small number
of major business activities, functions, and re-
sources (customers, products, orders, invoices,
factories, depots, and so on) and the relationships
betweenthem.The secondlevelisa set of subject-
area data models, which are derived from the
enterprise model and containthesets of data that
are associated with particular business functions.
The third most detailed level comprisesthelogical
database designs. These designs contain detailed
descriptionsof all the data items used by business
applications. Thereafter, the architecture is
realised by implementing the logical database
designs in a particular hardware and software
environment.
Figure 3 (on page 4) describes how one organisation
has used the top-down approachto develop a data
architecture. Such a data architecture can be
developed only in one way ♥ by a rigorous top-
downanalysisof the organisation andits business
activities. Creating a data architecture in this way
is expensive and time-consuming, however, which
meansthere are several obstacles to adopting this
approach:
♥ The main benefits will not be achieved until

the architecture is largely complete. Senior
user management needsto be convinced that

the benefits will outweigh the investment of
time and effort required to developit.

♥ High levels of skill and experience are required
to develop the data architecture.

♥ Becauseof the time required to develop a top-
downdata architecture, the project can be
undermined by changesin businesspriorities
and requirements.

Because of these obstacles, many organisations
have not used the top-down approach, but have
used alternative approachesthat are quicker and
less costly. Although the end result is less satis-
factory than a complete data architecture, they do
produce useful benefits. There are four main
alternatives:
♥ Tobase the architectureona rapid, high-level

businessanalysis and movedirectly to define
the specific data models that are critical to
immediate requirements. The dangerof this
approachis that any logical inconsistencies in
the architecture will only be foundlater.

♥ To focus the architecture development on
particular business objectives, and on the
applications and databases needed to support
those objectives. This approach is rapid and
specific, but again it contains the risk that
logical inconsistencies will appear as the
architecture is extended to include other
businessactivities.

♥ To adopt a bottom-up approach, gradually
integrating separately designed databases that
have been developed to support specific
applications. Conflicts and inconsistencies will
haveto be resolved as they occur.

♥ Toadopta proprietary ☁packaged☂ data archi-
tecture or to adapt one from a similar organi-
sation or industry. The package should be well-
designed,flexible, and fully documented. This
approach is rapid and less risky, and the
organisation benefits from the skills and
experienceofthe package designer. However,
at present few such packagesareavailable.

Each of these alternatives is described in more
detail in the main report. Figure 4 (also on page 4)
shows the circumstances in which each is
appropriate.

Choosethe right mix
of software products
The technical basis for corporate databases com-
prises software products,both for creating the data
architecture and for supporting data management,
and for maintaining the databases themselves. The
full report describes the three main types of
software products ♥ data dictionaries, relational
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database management systems, and distributed
databases ♥ and provides advice about whento use
them and what to look for when they are being
selected. These products should not be chosen in
isolation, however. They should form an integrated
set of products that can work together.

Data dictionaries
Webelieve that the data dictionary willbecome one
of the most important components of data manage-
ent and oneof the most valuabletools to assist the
evolution of corporate databases.

Management Summary A

A data dictionary is a database containing infor-
mation about an organisation☂s businessdata,its
applications,its application-developmentprojects,
andits IT facilities. It is a valuable tool for various
aspects of data management. For example, a data
dictionary can be usedto:
♥ Support the development and maintenance of

the data architecture.
♥ Ensurethat data items have consistent names

and meanings.
♥ Describe the meaning of data items in terms

that users will understand, and to help users
to find the data they need.
 

Figure 2. Three-level data architecture
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 ♥ Documentexisting applications and hence

play a crucial role in providing the bridge
betweenold and newversions of applications.

Figure 3 B&Q used a top-down approachto create a
corporate data architecture

B&Q is the largest do-it-yourself retail group in Europe.It has
220 stores, employs 10,000staff and has a turnoverin excess
of £500 million. The group is expanding rapidly ♥ opening a
new store every two weeks.

Many existing data dictionaries have serious
limitations, however, implying the need forcare in
selecting an appropriate product. ThelimitationsThere are 130staff in the systems department, organised in four include:

sections:
♥ The business-systemssection, responsible for the information

systemsstrategy and the applications portfolio. The business-
systems account managers have full responsibility for
ensuring that the systems needsof the company☂s business
divisions are met.

♥ The developmentsection, which builds the applications
specified by the account managers.

♥ The technical-strategy section, which defines common
requirements suchas the network architecture, the hardware
and software strategy, and the data architecture. The data
administrator, who is responsible for the data architecture,
is amemberof this section, asis the database administrator,
whois responsible for the physical implementation of the
databases.

♥ The computer-services section, which runs the computers
and communications network.

B&Q has developeda three-level corporate data architecture
consisting of a corporate data model (the enterprise model),
subject-area data models, and project data models. The

♥ Pooruserinterfaces, with complex command
structures and confusing screen layouts.

♥ Inability to hold the many typesof data that
may be neededby thevarioususersofdata.
For example, the mostbasic form of dictionary
would beoflittle use at the application-testing
stage or for controlling program changes.

♥ Ability to interface with only a limited range
of other data-managementtools. For example,
IBM does not currently provide a single
dictionary that interfaces directly with its
DL/1, VSAM, and DB2 products.

♥ Ability to hold dataat only the database-design
level, and not at the data-modelor enterprise-
modellevels.

♥ Inability to exchange data with other  company describes the corporate data modelas the high-level dictionaries.
model of the whole organisation☂s use of data. This high-level
modelincludes about 50 of the major businessentities such as
products and suppliers ♥ less importantentities are excluded
from the modelat this level. An entity is included in the corporate
modelonlyif it is used in more than one subject area, and no
attributes of the entities are included. (Thus, the corporate model
doesnot specify that a customerrecord will always contain the
customer's name and address, for example.) B&Q uses
the corporate data model to provide an overview of the
company☂s data for senior executives and to control the
lowerlevels of the data architecture. The corporate data model
also forms the basis of B&Q☂s plans for a management
information database.

Relational database
management systems
Webelieve thatfirst-generation data management
tools have now reachedthe limit of their develop-
ment and that relational tools will eventually
replace them. A moveto relational technology is
inevitable, but there are risks associated with
moving too early because the available products

The subject-area data models cover specific subject areas of still have limitations, and because there arethe companyandtypically map onto the organisation structure.
Examples of B&Q☂ssubject areas are personnel, property, and
buying and merchandising. Thestarting point for developing
a subject-area data model is a segmentof the corporate data
model. This is then enhanced andrefined byfurther analysisof the subject area. At all times, the subject-area and the Approachcorporate data models are kept consistent. Changesresulting PP!from refinements at the subject level are reflected in the high- ©

 

Figure 4 Alternatives to the top-down approach todeveloping a data architecture

level model, and changesin the high-level modellead to changes LSin the subject-area data models. a ae x agThe third and lowestlevel of the data architecture is the pro- ge g & &> eject data models. A project data model comprises all or paf® Circumstances SE & &eeof @ subjectarea model, and forms a working data model hi licabl SF COC CS Sa : when applicableused by the development section. Project data models are :checked by the data-administration function for quality and Considerable changeconsistency. expected or required a
B&Q believes that its multilevel corporate data architecture is levelc=)isaaessential to ensure that database applications are aligned to the .business strategy and that the development of corporate Need to changeis low "databases can be controlled without the data administrator
becoming a bottleneck in the development process. The
companyalso believes thatit is essential to use software tools z
suchas a dictionary and diagramming aids. Without such tools, Business and datait is very difficult to control changes in the architecture and to modelling skills in shortcommunicate the results to all parties. supply e    
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performanceandcost penalties. Undue delay willcreate morefirst-generation database applications
that will eventually haveto be converted and will
delay the advantages and benefits.
The main business advantage of relational data-bases is that users can be given access just to thedata relevantto their needs, in the format that they
expect and understand. This is the main benefitsought by Foundation members from relationalsystems. However, there are also substantial
benefits for the systems department:
♥ The physical design of the databases can bedecoupledfrom the logical design,allowingthe

physical design to be changed and optimisedafter the database applications have been
implemented without compromising the
application logic.

♥ The processes of designing and accessing
databases can besimplified, and programmersdo not need a detailed knowledge of the
physical layout of the database.

♥ Datacanbe changedoradded withoutaffect-
ing otherparts of the database.

Relational productsarestill relatively immature,however, and notall the practical requirementshave yet been satisfied. The major weaknessesare poor performance,the absence of automaticfeatures that ensure the database structure andcontents are not corrupted, and lack of astandard

Management Summary A

database-access language ♥ although IBM☂sstructured query language (SQL)is becoming a defacto standard. Relational databases still haveslower retrieval times than well-designedfirst-generation databases. However,theirperformanceis improving rapidly and is now adequate for mostcommercial applications, except for those with
very high transactionrates.
The projected cost of relational technology for atypical application is depicted in Figure 5. Thisshows that application-development costs arelower, but that running costs are higher than forfirst-generation products.A relational databaseisthereforeparticularly suitable for applications witha short operational life, for those with complexdatabase requirements, for those that changerapidly, and for those with low transactionrates.However,as the performanceofrelational data-bases continues to improve, they will becomesuitable for an even wider range of applications.

Distributed database systems
Distributed database systemsallow the contents ofa database to be stored on several different com-puter systemsin a waythatis transparent to usersof the database. The database can either bepartitioned, which means thatdifferentparts ofthedatabase arestoredat each location,or replicated,which meansthat the same datais held at several
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Figure 5 Relational technology allows applications to be implemented earlier and at lowercost, butthe running costs are higher than nonrelational technology
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locations. Figure 6 provides guidelinesfor deciding
whento partition or replicate data, or to hold it
centrally. Regardless of how the datais held, a
distributed database should appear to users asif the
whole databaseis local to them.

Although great progress has been made in
distributed-database technology, current products
still have limitations, particularly:
♥  Therequirementfor users to knowthe location

of data in orderto accessit.
♥ Theinability to update simultaneously several

replicated parts of a distributed database.
♥ Theinability to maintain the consistency of a

distributed database aftera failure.
♥ Theinability to provide acceptable response

times for queries that need to access several
parts of a distributed database.

By the end of 1988, products that overcome these
limitations will be available. Distributed database
technology is thus reaching the stage whenit can
be used with confidence to support suitable
applications.

Select an integrated set
of products
The mostpowerful and effective data-management
systems usually form part of an integrated set
where each system can exchange information with,
and support the functionsof, the other systems.It
 

Figure 6 Design guidelines for distributed
databases

Proportion of
updates that
would need to

Ratio of access more
updates to than onesite if Database
read-only database is storage
access Partitioned strategy
High High ♥ Centralised

Low High ♥ Peplicated

The most importantcriteria for deciding howto distribute data
are the ratio of database updates to read-only accesses and the
numberof updates needing to access more than onesiteif the
databaseis partioned.  

is therefore important to choose products that
conform to an overall architecture that will allow
them to work well together and to exchange data
easily. Certain suppliers are now developingtheir
products to ensure that they present a common
interface to both users and application programs.
These benefits stem from thefact that all the data-
management systems haveaccess to the same set
of data descriptions storedin the data dictionary,
and that their interfaces are based on SQL.

Identify the requirements
for user access to databases
In our survey of Foundation members for this
report, we found that satisfying the requirements
for improved decision support was expected to
replace operational support asthehighest priority
for systems departments(see Figure 7). Many of
these requirements will be met by providing busi-
ness users with direct access to corporate data-
bases. It is therefore necessary to identify the
requirements for user access to databases and to
provide appropriate products.
Three conditions must be satisfied in order to
provideusers with effective access to databases ♥
 

   

Figure 7 The focusof attention of the systems
department is changing from operational to
decision-support systems

Relative
importance

mm 1988
mm 1993

Respondents were askedto rate the importance of each typeof system both today (1988) andin five years time on a scale
0 (unimportant) to 4 (important). (Source: Survey of Foundation members)
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they must understand the meaning of the data
required, the data must be easy to access, and the
data provided must be relevant to their needs.
These conditions may be met by providing users
with access to a suitable data dictionary and by
setting up separate databases that are specially
designed to meet users☂ needs. We have already
indicated that data dictionaries have an important
role to play in data management. They canalso be
used to maintain an inventory of all the information
used regularly by managers, tolist the available
data, to describe the meaningofeach typeofstored
data, and to indicate where the data may be
accessed. Some organisations are beginning to
introduceartificial-intelligence techniquesto assist
usersto find the data they need. Such techniques
are used to help look for therightdata, and to allow
access requests tobe expressedin natural language.
Separating the databases that provide management
information from those that support operational
applications prevents the two different sets of
requirements from interfering. For example:
♥ It avoids performance degradation of opera-

tional applications.
♥ It allows external andhistorical data to be

stored alongside current operational data.
♥  Itenables the structures of the separate data-

basesto be optimised totheir use.
♥ It allowsoccasional users to update the data

without therisk of contaminating operational
databases.

♥  Itallows management-information databases
to be set up and subsequentlyremoved accord-
ing to managers☂ current requirements.

Plan a cost-effective
migration path
The problems of migrating from a conventional
database environmentto a relational environment
are likely to be much greater than those of convert-
ing file-based batch applications. The most usual
problemsare:
♥  Theneed to manage both old and new versions

of the database throughout the conversion,
ensuring that any updates are fully
synchronised.

♥ The poor documentation of existing appli-
cations.

♥  Theeffort neededto translate and convert old
databases to the new format.

♥ Theshort times available in which to change
over to new online operational applications.
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These problems mean that the migration will
require substantial resources and may take a con-siderable time, so it is important to select an
approachthat minimisesthe cost and time and theconsequentdisruption. There are twofactors that
determine the migration path: the quality of theexisting applications and the availability of suitable
conversiontools. Thereare fourpossible migration
paths:
♥ If the existing applications are of very poor

quality or are badly structured, then often the
only option is to redesign and rewrite them for
the new environment.

♥ Ifthe existing applicationsare of good quality,
meeting users☂ requirements, with a robust
and coherentapplications architecture, then
the databasesandthe applications logic can be
converted using specially designed conversion
tools. The technique of ☁systems re-engi-
neering☂ is especially usefulin this situation.

♥ Ifthe existing applications are well structured
and the database contentsare well defined,it
maybe possible to convertjust the database to
the new format, but then to use special soft-
ware that allowsthe old applications to work
with the new database.

♥ Ifthe applications have been developed using
fourth-generation languages or powerful Case
(computer-aided systems engineering) tools,
then recent software developments may make
it possible to regenerate the applications from
the original specifications but for the new
environment.

Figure 8 overleaf summarises the situations in
which each migration path should be used.
Whicheverpathis chosen,it will generally not be
possible to convert the whole portfolio at one go.
The migration will have to proceed application by
application. This creates the problem of managing
the twoversions ofthe database and of sharing data
between applications. Various techniques are
describedin the full report for achievingthis.

Extendthe role of data
administration
A powerful and independent data-administration
function is required to manage the developmentof
a corporate data architecture andto ensure that the
ensuing data models and database designs conform
with the architecture. The responsibilities of the
data administrator include:
♥ Developing an accurate and consistent data

architecture.
♥ Controlling the logical databases.
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♥ Resolving data-ownership problems.
♥ Educating users throughout the organisation

in the value of the data resource, and in the
means to store and retrieve data.

Inthe future, we believe that as different types of
informationare increasingly stored in, and manipu-
lated and disseminated by, computersystems,the
data-administration function will evolve to en-
compass information administration. This implies
that the role of the data administrator will be
extended to include:
♥ Managingnew formsofdata, suchas text and

image.
♥ Controlling the organisation☂s use of external

data and the transmission of data to the world
at large (via EDI systems, for example).

♥ Taking on the custodianship of the organi-
sation☂s knowledge bases.

Given this wide, expanding, and crucial set of
responsibilities, we believe that large organisations
should establish the data-administration function
at a sufficiently senior level to ensure that it can
operate on a corporate-wide basis. Without a strong
data-administration function charged with the
responsibility of creating the corporate data archi-
tecture and ensuring that the databases and
systems conform with the architecture, the
potential benefits of the new approach to data
managementwill be putat risk.

\

 

Figure 8 Selecting a database migration path
Condition
Sound data architecture Ye ve ve

Goodtechnical quality of
applications
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Migration path

vv: Fully meets the condition
v: Partially meets the condition

(1) Database transparency requires suitable software
products to enable an existing application to access
the new databases.

(2) Re-creation requires an applications generator that can
re-create an existing application so it can be used with
the new databases.

(8) If none of the conditions apply, the only choiceis to
tedesign and rewrite the applications.   
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Butler Cox is an independent management consultancy and research
organisation, specialising in the application of information technology
within commerce, government, and industry. The company offers a wide
range ofservices both to suppliers and users of this technology.
The Butler Cox Foundation is one of the services provided by Butler Cox.
It provides the executives responsible for information systems in large
organisations with a continuous analysis of major developments in the
technology and its application.
The Foundation publishes six Research Reports each year together with a
series ofspecial Position Papers. Theprogramme ofactivities includes a wide
range of meetings that provide Foundation members with a regular
opportunity to exchange experiences and views with their counterparts in
other large organisations.
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